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Let`s look at the passenger figures

in the last 14 years (2006-2020)



Let`s look at the freight figures in the last
14 years – no spectacular progress



2021 shows recovery ...



Rail supply market expectations/forecast

from UNIFE study - WORLD RAIL MARKET STUDY

� Following the COVID-19 pandemic and the negative effect of Russia’s war

on Ukraine, we expect the industry to experience renewed growth in

coming years, the global rail supply market now amounts to EUR 176.5

billion annual value.

� The global rail market will experience an average annual growth rate of

3.0% through to 2027 reaching a global market volume of EUR 2113.0% through to 2027 reaching a global market volume of EUR 211

billion between 2025 and 2027.

� The highest growth rates are forecasted in the relatively small markets of

Africa/Middle East and Eastern Europe, with 7.1 % and 6.1 % increases,

respectively

� Considerable investments in infrastructure and rail control were

undertaken in Asia Pacific, for instance in China, as well as in Western

Europe (e.g., Germany and France), having grown at 1.6 % and 4.1 %

� Track currently in operation grew by approximately 39,000 km, primarily

in mainline and very high-speed tracks



� Total global track infrastructure to upwards of 1.7 million km of urban

and interurban tracks.

� Existing digital technologies like the European Rail Traffic Management

System (ERTMS), the Communications-based Train Control (CBTC) and

new innovative solutions, such as predictive maintenance, Digital

Automatic Coupling (DAC), 5G applications for rail, enhanced passenger

Rail supply market expectations/forecast

from UNIFE study - WORLD RAIL MARKET STUDY

Automatic Coupling (DAC), 5G applications for rail, enhanced passenger

information, ticketing and cybersecurity have and will continue to

increase the overall attractiveness of the rail sector, making public

transport more convenient and rail freight more efficient and reliable.

� At the moment, only 61 % of the global rail market is open to

international rail suppliers – limiting the full utilisation of innovative

new products that promise to decarbonise transport and provide

millions with reliable mobility offerings.
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Railway freight statistics



Share of rail freight transport in EU



Modal split at country level 



Anyway, some goods can`t be transported 

on long ways by road or by air ...
Inland water corridors are not enough developed everywhere



Modal split for passengers



Rail passengers by country 



What will expand

the railway mode of transport

� Investments in infrastructure

� Rail stock

� Public money for subsidies

� Affordable energy� Affordable energy

� Engineering capacity and technical staff

� Expanding production and maintenance facilities

� Competitive speed

� Quality of services

� ...



Rail or road?

� The circumstances under which there is a need to compare

road and rail schemes differs between countries and between

the different institutions responsible for transport

infrastructure.

� Road and rail projects are rarely if ever complete substitutes for

each other.each other.

� Rail’s market share is greater for long distance trips and for

commuter flows into larger urban areas.

� Rail has traditionally been the mode chosen for heavy freight

flows, such as coal, ores and construction materials.

� While road is no longer seen as the solution to urban transport

problems, it remains the dominant mode for all journey

purposes and is the only mode that can meet the demands of

dispersed patterns of land use.



EU funds for investment

� For the 2014-2020 programming period, most of the rail investments
are stemming from the Cohesion Fund (CF).

� In total, about €18 billion are planned to be injected in rail projects
throughout the EU. This represents more than a quarter (27,1% in
2019) of all Cohesion Policy investments in the transport sector.



Member States have set different rail 

investment priorities



Rail investment plans and progress

ERDF+CF



RAIL investments by programme 

ERDF and Cohesion Fund



Achievements 

speed/modernization/standardization 



Achievements 



Vehicles with ERTMS - OBU



New orders for vehicles



Formal licences



RINF- common European register hosted by ERA 
contain and provide specified technical data about rail infrastructure



EU – one of the largest players in the rail 

supply industry



EU rail supply industry



Top 10 Largest Stock Companies and Leading 

Train Manufacturers in the World - 2020



Relevant figures

for the rail infrastructure market 

� The European transportation infrastructure construction market is
expected to register a growth rate of over 2.4% during the period
2022-2027.

� From 2019 to 2020, Romania had the highest growth rate of 19.2%From 2019 to 2020, Romania had the highest growth rate of 19.2%
in the market, and the second-highest growth rate was Germany, at
7.3%.

� In 2020, companies VINCI SA and ACS Construction Group
generated the highest revenue of USD 48.4 billion and USD 38.5
billion, respectively.

� Germany generated revenue worth USD 423.9 billion, followed by
the United Kingdom, worth USD 348 billion in 2020.



Growth of Urban Population

� In 2000, 70% of the population in Europe lived in urban areas.
By 2020, the share of the urban population had reached 75%,
and it is expected to reach 80% in 2035.

� As the share of the urban population grows, the growth of
transport infrastructure is also required to connect them in thetransport infrastructure is also required to connect them in the
urban areas in Europe.

� In Europe's city centres', public spaces account for between 2
and 15% of the total land area, and their functions are
important to relieve the pressures caused by the rising
population in a city.



Degree of urbanization in Europe



Growing of Passenger Public Transport 

Companies Revenues- USD Billions  



Business figures

� The public transportation segment is expected to generate USD 111.3 billion
in revenue in 2022,with revenue growth of 23.7% from 2021 to 2022.

� Revenue is estimated to witness a CAGR of 4.67% from 2022 to 2026,
generating a market volume of USD 133.62 billion by 2026.

� By 2026, the number of people using public transportation is predicted to
reach 569.6 million, and user penetration is predicted to reach 67.1% byreach 569.6 million, and user penetration is predicted to reach 67.1% by
2026,up from 60.8% in 2022.

� In 2021, the revenue generated by countries in Southern Europe was USD 19
billion, whereas the revenue generated by Northern Europe countries was
USD 7.4 billion.

� Also, in 2020, the number of passenger cars sold was 13.9K, and the sales
number is expected to increase up to 16.1K by 2024.

� In 2020, the revenue generated by passenger cars was USD 400 billion, which
is estimated to generate USD 474.1 billion by 2024.



Railways infrastructure construction market 



Digitalisation and sustainability 

new hopes for rail growth 

� European RailTraffic Management System (ERTMS)

� Communications-basedTrain Control (CBTC)

� predictive maintenance

� Digital Automatic Coupling (DAC)� Digital Automatic Coupling (DAC)

� 5G applications for rail

� enhanced passenger information

� ticketing and cybersecurity

� European Green Deal – with the key objective of reaching
climate neutrality by 2050



Conclusions

� EU is funding the major lines

� New projects for new lines, e.g. NightTrans-EuropeanTrains

� Need for more local presence of the rail supply industry

� Energy is a critical issue

� At the end of the day, rail will expand in the large urbanAt the end of the day, rail will expand in the large urban
concentrations
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